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FIREFLY BOOKS, 2016. Hardback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book. Praise for A
History of Music in 50 Instruments, also in this series: Wilkinson s history unfolds like a symphonic
work with instrument makers, composers and virtuosic performers picking up these incredible
creations and exposing their beauty and capability. To open it up is to be instantly hooked. --
Publishers Weekly A History of Medicine in 50 Objects takes readers on a 12,000-year journey to
explore significant items that have advanced medical knowledge and practice. The fifty objects
range from the everyday (a bottle of Aspirin) to singular medical advances (heart transplant
pioneer Christian Bernard on the cover of TIME magazine). The objects are presented
chronologically and described in two to four pages with illustrations, 150 beautiful archive images
in all. Fact boxes note Location, Date, and Field, for example, epidemiology. Engaging text describes
the artifacts in their social and cultural context, as well as their role in disease treatment and
prevention. Centuries of invention and risk-taking have saved lives and advanced life expectancy.
The first object is a Neolithic skull (ca 10,000 BCE) showing evidence of trephination, a hole
deliberately cut into the skull of a living...
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ReviewsReviews

Very useful to all of class of people. It is really simplified but unexpected situations within the 50 % in the ebook. I am delighted to let you know that this is
actually the best book i have read in my personal daily life and can be he finest ebook for at any time.
-- Gwen Schultz-- Gwen Schultz

This publication will be worth purchasing. Indeed, it can be enjoy, still an interesting and amazing literature. I am just happy to inform you that this is
basically the best ebook i have got study within my own lifestyle and may be he very best ebook for ever.
-- Dr . Fur m a n Ander son Sr .-- Dr . Fur m a n Ander son Sr .
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